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Probing	the	space-1me	evolu1on	of	quark-gluon	plasma	



Mo.va.on	

2	

•  QCD:	phase	transi.on	
from	nuclear	hadronic	
maCer	to	a	deconfined	
state	of	quarks	and	
gluons	(quark-gluon	
plasma,	QGP)	

•  LaNce	QCD	calcula.ons:	
quan.ta.ve	es.ma.on	
of	phase	transi.on	
condi.ons	

	
•  Colliding	heavy-ions:	

experimentally	studying	
the	proper.es	of	QGP	

•  Exploring	the	proper.es	
of	maCer	under	extreme	
condi.ons	

arXiv:0904.3428	[nucl-ex]	

	

Tc	~	1012	K	
TSun	~	107	K	

	

Tc	~	155	MeV	
εc	~	0.5	GeV/fm3		

Phys.Rev.	D90,	(2014)	094503	



•  Radial	flow:	collec.ve	transverse	velocity	field	

•  Azimuthal	anisotropy	of	the	final-state	par.cles:	
anisotropic	flow	

π		K		p	

Space-.me	evolu.on	of		
the	heavy-ion	collision	
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central	collision	
	

peripheral	collision	
	

low	viscous	
QGP	

	



Two-par.cle	angular	correla.ons	
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•  Trigger	par.cle:	pT,trig			
•  Assossiated	par.cle:	pT,ass	

•  	The	associated	per-trigger	yield	as	
a	func.on	of		Δφ,	Δη		

•  Δφ	=	φtrig	– φassoc,	Δη	=	ηtrig	– ηassoc	

C(Δϕ,Δη) = 1
Ntrig

d 2Nassoc

dΔηdΔφ
=
S
f

S = 1
Ntrig

d 2Nassoc,same

dΔηdΔφ
f =α

d 2Nassoc,mixed

dΔηdΔφ

•  The	charge-dependent	part	of	two-par.cle	angular	
correla.ons:	balance	func.on	

arXiv:1311.2394	[hep-ex]		

signal	 background	



Balance	func.on	measurement	
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•  cancel	charge-independent	contribu.on:	jets,	anisotropic	flow	
•  keep	charge-dependent	correla.ons	(	+	background	)		

	

	

B Δη,Δφ( ) = 1
2
C+,− +C−,+ −C+,+ −C−,−⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
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π-	•  ρ0	

•  quantum	sta.s.cs		
•  coulomb	aCrac.on/	

repulsion	
	Eur.	Phys.	J.	C	76	(2016)	86	

opposite	sign	 same	sign	



•  Sensi.vity	to	the	.me	when	the	quarks	are	created	

•  Time	of	the	crea.on	of	quark	pair	in	the	
evolu.on	will	define	how	much	they	will	be	
separated	in	η	and	φ	

	
	
	
•  For	later	stage	produc.on:		

•  σ2therm	decreases	and	narrows	the	width	
•  σ2diff	is	almost	negligible	and	narrows	

the	width	
	

•  Narrower	width	is	related	to	the	later	
produc.on	of	quarks	

6	

Balance	func.on:	probing	the		
.me	evolu.on	of	QGP	

σ 2 =σ therm
2 +σ diff

2



•  Sensi.vity	to	the	development	of	collec.ve	mo.on	
7	

Balance	func.on:	probing	the		
space	evolu.on	of	QGP	

B Δη,Δφ( ) = 1
2
C+,− +C−,+ −C+,+ −C−,−⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

•  Anisotropic	flow	gets	cancelled	
out	

	
•  If	there	is	larger	radial	flow,	

correlated	+-	pairs	will	get	a	larger	
boost	and	travel	longer	together	

	
•  Narrower	width	is	related	to	the	

larger	radial	flow	



Balance	func.on	Pb-Pb	results	
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•  Narrowing	of	the	width	with	
increasing	mul.plicity	in	low	
pT	(0.2	–	2	GeV/c)	

•  The	effect	of	radial	flow	
which	is	larger	for	central	
collisions	and	late	produc.on	
of	quarks	

	
•  No	significant	mul.plicity	

dependence	in	high	pT	

•  Parton	fragmenta.on	
becomes	the	dominant	
par.cle	produc.on	
mechanism		



Per-trigger	yield:	Pb-Pb	and	pp	
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Pb-Pb	

What	about	balance	func.on?	

pp	



Balance	func.on	pp	results	
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Eur.	Phys.	J.	C	76	(2016)	86	

•  The	same	narrowing	with	
increasing	mul.plicity	as	
observed	in	Pb-Pb	case	

•  Hint	of	radial	flow	present	
in	pp	or	something	else	
which	resembles	the	
collec.ve	mo.on	

	
•  Flat	mul.plicity	

dependence	for	high	pT	

•  What	is	the	origin	of	this	
behaviour	in	pp?	



Balance	func*on:		
	

•  charge-dependent	part	of	two-par.cle	angular	
correla.ons	

•  sensi.ve	to	the	crea.on	.me	of	the	quarks:	.me	
evolu.on	of	QGP	

•  sensi.ve	to	the	collec.ve	mo.on:	space	evolu.on	of	
QGP		

	
Next	steps	for	the	analysis	in	both	systems		

at	√sNN	=	5.02	TeV:	
	
•  balance	func.on	for	different	hadronic	species	–	

chemical	evolu.on	of	QGP	

•  yields	(balance	func.on	integral):	how	many	trigger	
par.cles	are	balanced	by	assosiated	in	different	pT	

ranges	-	kine.c	evolu.on	of	QGP	
11	

Conclusions	and	future	outlook	
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Thank you for attention! 



Back	up	
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QCD	coupling	constant	
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•  Large	Q	(smaller	distance)	->	
smaller	coupling	->	
perturba.ve	theory:	
assympto.c	freedom	

•  Small	Q	(longer	distance)	->	
larger	coupling	->	non-
perturba.ve	approach:	
confinement	



Balance	func.on	Pb-Pb	results:		
comparison	to	models	
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•  Results	compared	to	model	
calcula.ons	which	use	the	
principles	of	hydrodynamics:	
HIJING	and	AMPT	

•  AMPT	qualita.vely	
reproduces	the	narrowing	in	
σΔφ	

•  Strong	mul.plicity-
dependent	radial	flow	in	the	
AMPT			

arXiv:1509.07255	[nucl-ex]		



Balance	func.on	pp	results:		
comparison	to	models	
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•  The	same	narrowing	of	balance	
func.on	with	increasing	
mul.plicity	is	observed	as	in	Pb-
Pb	case	

•  Results	compared	to	calcula.ons	
from	PYTHIA	model	with	and	
without	QCD	based	color	
reconnec.on	(CR)	

•  CR	is	a	mechanism	which	
describes	the	interac.ons	that	
can	occur	between	partons	
during	the	hadroniza.on	process	
based	on	the	Lund	string	model		

•  CR	is	connected	to	mul.-parton	
interac.ons	(MPI)	which	
increase	with	the	mul.plicity		

•  PYTHIA	with	CR	on	qualita.vely	
describes	the	narrowing	

arXiv:1509.07255	[nucl-ex]		



Par.cle-pair	acceptance	
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arXiv:1301.3756	[nucl-ex]	



Yields	in	Pb-Pb	(run2)	
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•  Yield:	number	of	correlated	pairs	
	
•  A	way	to	understand	where	the	

correlated	balancing	charges	are	
concentrated	

	
•  Total	yield	doesn’t	change	with	

mul.plicity	
	
•  Decrease	of	the	yields	in	the	near	side	for	

most	peripheral	collisions	:	there	it’s	
more	probable	to	find	less	correla.on	in	
the	near-side		

	
•  Increase	at	the	away	side	for	most	

peripheral	collisions	:	more	correla.on	
are	probable	to	be	found	there	(par.cles	
are	pushed	away	from	each	other	in	
peripheral?)	

•  Why?	Is	it	correlated	or	separate	effects?	
->	comparison	to	models	

				



MPI	and	CR	
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•  MPI	in	pp:	Mul.ple	parton-
parton	hard	scaCerings	take	
place	within	one	pp	collision		

	
•  PYTHIA8	includes	MPI	scenario	

which	plays	an	important	role	in	
produc.on	of	heavy	quarks	like	
charm	and	beauty		

•  c	and	b	quarks	can	be	produced	
via	2	→	2	hard	sub-processes	qq	̄	
→	cc	̄	,	gg	̄	→	cc	̄)	

•  Final	partons	are	color	
connected	in	such	a	way	that	the	
total	string	length	becomes	as	
short	as	possible		

	
arXiv:1303.6326	[hep-ph]	

hCps://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.81.052012	
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Two-wave	quark	produc.on	model		
•  Final-state	correla.on	between	

hadronic	species	in	terms	of	
correla.on	between	quarks	

		
•  Model	input:	quarks	are	

produced	in	two	waves	-	QGP	
and	hadroniza.on	

	
•  Model	input:	u	and	d	are	

created	mainly	in	
hadroniza.on,	s	mainly	in	the	
QGP	

	
•  The	separa.on	of	quarks	in	

QGP:	σQGP		
	
•  The	separa.on	of	quarks	in	

hadroniza.on:	σHAD		
	
•  π+π-	:	main	contribu.on	is	σHAD	
	
•  K+K-	:	main	contribu.on	is	σQGP	
	
•  Needs	comparison	to	the	data	


